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What type of organization do you work for?Q1
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Due to the COVID–19 pandemic, my organization 
experienced furloughs and/or layoffs in 2020:Q2
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50%



Due to the COVID–19 pandemic, my organization expects to 
experience furloughs and/or layoffs in 2021:Q3
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No
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Due to the COVID–19 pandemic, my organization: 
(Select all that apply)Q4
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Following an adjustment to the match in 2020, my 
organization is:Q5
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Reinstating the match
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Our plan match was not suspended or
adjusted in 2020

I believe our current investment menu is workingQ6
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Please select the following investment priorities for the 
remainder of 2021 that apply: (select all that apply)Q7
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Add Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG)
offerings for the program

Consider removing existing investment choices

Review the performance and/or appropriateness of

the QDIA (if applicable)

Consider the role of growth/value offerings within

the program

Consider adding additional investment choices

Consider the role of active/passive offerings within

the program

Consider retirement income solutions

No special investment priorities, business as usual



Please select the following plan priorities that apply for 
remainder of the 2021: (select all that apply)Q8
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Review plan distribution rules

Review auto features

Review cybersecurity practices and fraud
indemnifications

Consider and/or review advice offering

Review record keeping fees

Review financial welness tools

Review participant communication and messaging
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In 2020, did you experience an increase in the number of 
participants using managed accounts?Q9
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We do not offer managed accounts
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How would you characterize target date fund performance 
in 2020?Q10
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We were overwhelmed

We could have done more

Busier than usual

I’m proud of all that we 
did for participants in 2020

Business as usual

Do you believe participants should always “stay the course” 
and have their accounts managed professionally for them in 
target date funds and managed accounts?

Q11
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Yes, always
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Probably most of the time

How would you characterize your defined contribution plan 
governance in 2020?Q12



• Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

• The opinions presented herein represent the good faith views of NEPC 
as of the date of this report and are subject to change at any time. 

• Data used to prepare this report was obtained directly from the 
survey participants.  While NEPC has exercised reasonable 
professional care in preparing this report, we cannot guarantee the 
accuracy of all source information contained within.

INFORMATION DISCLAIMER


